
There is a phrase out there about ‘stopping on a dime’. Guess what, the markets 

just did that. And while it’s messy out there, everything says it will get worse 

before it gets better. As strategist Jim Bianco said this week, ‘the market just lost 

a $1.5 trillion buyer’.  

 

 
 

First up this week, the one thing everyone is watching most, interest rates. In a 

surprise to hopefully no one, rates have been going up…fast. Three and a half 

months ago things were chugging along smoothly. Inflation? Sure, but not at all 

out of hand. Fast forward a scant 90 to 100 days and now we are talking about 

the prospect of a 50 basis point Fed funds rate increase in March. That, friends, is 

a dime turn.  

 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-01-19/bianco-sees-stocks-corporate-bonds-hit-by-fed-stimulus-unwind?sref=T8qYl7yu
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-01-18/two-year-treasury-yield-rises-above-1-as-fed-hike-bets-ramp-up?sref=T8qYl7yu


 
   

Now let’s start counting the mangled bodies. First up, profitless tech companies 

and their innovation Queen, Cathey Wood. Before I get blamed for being a 

Cathey hater, let me give you full disclosure, she absolutely killed it by wrapping 

herself in the robe of disruption and the next economy. Somebody was going to 

do it, be out there on the right tail, might as well been her. She was qualified, 

believed in what she sold, and executed…that is until the music stopped. And it 

always does. Sometimes it just takes a while.  

 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-01-05/heaviest-tech-selling-in-a-decade-fueled-stock-market-rate-rout?sref=T8qYl7yu
https://fortune.com/2022/01/12/cathie-woods-ark-portfolio-is-headed-for-shipwreck-and-plunging-tech-stocks-arent-even-the-worst-of-it/


 
 

We’ve seen a lot of jaw dropping charts in our lives, this one is right up there with 

them. It shows the dismantling of the massive outperformance put up by the ARK 

Innovation ETF since 2020. After today, you would have roundtripped the trade 

and been even with the S&P 500 return for the same period of time.  

 

https://assets.bwbx.io/images/users/iqjWHBFdfxIU/ieTVKdC7yw68/v3/-1x-1.png


 
 

Bitcoin as well, and all the crypto brethren that go with it, have been taken out to 

the woodshed and smacked with the risk off axhandle. As has been said many 

times, by many people on Wall Street, down is for sure faster. No different this 

time.  

 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/bitcoin-sags-in-2022-under-weight-of-stock-selloff-and-fed-policy-11642588203


 
 

Bottom line, or top line if you prefer, crypto is a proxy for risk. Nothing more, 

nothing less. Just ask Jamie Dimon. Is it worthless like the CEO of JP Morgan 

says, probably not? Is it as confusing as the day is long? One hundred percent. 

Keep in mind, Dimon made that statement in 2017 and since then thousands, if 

not millions, of people around the globe have made life changing amounts of 

money being ‘stupid enough to buy it’.  

 

https://www.cnbc.com/2021/10/11/jpmorgan-chase-ceo-jamie-dimon-says-bitcoin-is-worthless.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2021/12/17/bitcoin-may-not-last-that-much-longer-academic-warns.html


 
 

Before we go on, we wanted to point out the long-term chart of junk rated debt. If 

this doesn’t tell you that policy is out of step with reality, we simply don’t know 

what does. Here you have a global pandemic, one that caused disruptions, death, 

inflation, sickness, and a complete change in how many people live. And through 

it all, spreads on the worst kind of borrowers to the best kind of borrowers have 

never been this tight. Stan Druckenmiller was right last May when he said current 

Fed policy was ‘totally inappropriate’.  

 

https://www.bloombergquint.com/markets/junk-market-roars-back-from-holiday-lull-as-new-deals-ramp-up
https://www.cnbc.com/video/2021/05/11/stanley-druckenmiller-fed-policy-criticism-us-economy.html


 

 
 

Another casualty, one that was sitting right under my nose and I didn’t see it, was 

some of the once untouchable hedge funds like Chase Coleman’s Tiger Global. 

Turns out 2021 was not the year it was made out to be for some. Get this, Tiger 

turned a 13% gain into a 7% loss in the final two months of the year. That was the 

worst performance since 2016, and only the third down year. This year, while only 

twenty days old, can’t be feeling much better.  

 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/hedge-funds-keyed-to-growth-stocks-stall-out-11642156203
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-01-10/tiger-global-lost-7-last-year-for-first-annual-drop-since-2016?sref=T8qYl7yu


 
 

 
 

Turns out a bunch of long positions in speculative tech stocks can only be good 

for so long. That said, it’s astonishing that the biggest holding in Mr. Coleman’s 



fund is Microsoft at 7.6%. The rest are sitting right there for you to see, free of 

charge. While a little dated, you get the idea.  

 

 
 

One thing that is not in bear market territory, oh very far from it, is crude oil. 

Supply chain issues aside, the world’s most important commodity is currently 

sitting at 7-year highs. Trading at $87.00, oil is 45% higher than the 8-year 

average of $60.00. Wonder why the guy living in the fly over red state is angry 

https://hedgefollow.com/funds/Tiger+Global+Management
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/01/18/oil-prices-are-at-a-7-year-high-but-exxon-ceo-darren-woods-says-the-ultimate-trend-is-lower.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/01/18/oil-prices-are-at-a-7-year-high-but-exxon-ceo-darren-woods-says-the-ultimate-trend-is-lower.html


right now? It’s because his Chevy or Ford 3500 cost a shit ton more to fill up than 

it used to.  

 

 
 

We are ending this note with the big tease about what’s coming your way next 

week, and it’s not another trip around the markets. Nope, we are going whale 

hunting with what we think is a well thought out short thesis on the company 

previously known as Facebook. Upon production, the idea will be on SumZero, 

ironically, the Facebook of hedge funds, for all the world to see. We look forward 

to what comes next.  

 

https://sumzero.com/pro


 
 


